Background. The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of prolonged length of stay in an intensive care unit (ICU) on the mortality and morbidity of surgical patients. Methods. We performed a monocentric and retrospective observational study in the surgical critical care unit of the department of surgery at the Medical Center of the University of Freiburg, Germany. Clinical data was collected from patients assigned to the ICU with a length of stay (LOS) of 90 days and greater. Results. From the total of the 19 patients with ICU LOS over 90 days, ten patients died in the ICU whereas nine patients were discharged to the normal ward. The ICU mortality rate was 52%. The overall survival one year after ICU discharge was 32%. Regarding factors affecting mortality of the patients, significantly higher mortality was associated with age of the patients at the time point of the ICU admission and with postoperative need of renal replacement therapy. Conclusions. We found a high but in our opinion acceptable mortality rate in surgical patients with ICU LOS of 90 days and greater. We identified age and the need of renal replacement therapy as risk factors for mortality.
Introduction
Intensive care for patients after major abdominal surgery is nowadays a fixed component of postoperative pathways. The majority of patients after abdominal surgery requires only a few days of intensive care unit (ICU) care, but performing complex operative procedures on older and multimorbid patients has led to an increase in the demand for critical care services and to an increase in the postoperative ICU length of stay (LOS) in individual patients [1] [2] [3] .
Prolonged ICU stay is not well defined, and the definition depends on the type of ICU and of course on the type of the primary disease of the patient [4] [5] [6] . Regarding surgical ICU (SICU) patients, the definition of prolonged ICU LOS ranges between 7 and 21 days [7] [8] [9] . Huang et al. [10] found a marked decline of ICU, hospital, and one-year mortality after more than 6 to 16 days of SICU LOS. About 9% of all ICU patients require a maximum of 14 days of ICU care [11] , whereas ICU stay longer than 30 days is really uncommon [12, 13] .
Major factors that promote prolonged ICU LOS are age of the patient [4] , the number of hospital days prior to ICU admission [14] , an admission directly from the emergency room, and of course the severity of illness [10, 15] .
Prolonged ICU stay is associated with higher mortality rate, longer hospital stay, and a poorer long-term survival [4, 16, 17] .
A SICU stay of several days or even a week is not uncommon nowadays, especially in elderly patients with multiple comorbidities undergoing complex abdominal surgery. Rarely, complications warrant an extremely long SICU stay (over 90 days). The goal of this single-center retrospective study was to investigate patient characteristics and outcome in this small group of patients that is, however, consuming a substantial amount of SICU resources.
Patients and Methods
From January 2005 to December 2015 a total of 12.441 patients were admitted to the surgical intensive care unit of the department of general and visceral surgery at the Medical Center of the University of Freiburg, Germany. Nineteen patients (0.15%) had an ICU LOS of 90 days and greater. The data of 2 Critical Care Research and Practice these surgical patients were retrospectively analyzed using the electronic patients files, and the survival of the patients was checked with the German residence registration offices and the general practitioners of the patients. Systematic follow-up of all cases was carried out until 31.03.2017. Patients' demographics, the cardinal diagnosis of the patients, and the indication for the ICU admission are given in Table 1 .
The average age of the study population at the time point of ICU admission was 60 and ranged from 26 to 81 years of age. The gender distribution of the patients was 26% females ( = 5) and 74% males ( = 14) .
The median length of ICU stay was 116 days and ranged from 90 to 167 days, whereas the median hospital stay of the patients was 147 days and ranged from 91 to 282 days.
Regarding the indication for the hospital and the ICU admission of the patients, it has to be mentioned that all of them had a surgical principal diagnosis. Eleven of them (58%) had an elective preoperative hospital admission, whereas eight patients (42%) were admitted to the hospital by the emergency room.
The study was approved by the local ethic committee and was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Statistical Analysis
For statistical analysis, the SPSS version 23.0 software program was used (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Chi squared test was utilized to test for trends and significance and compare groups of categorical data. < 0.05 was defined as statistically significant. Log rank tests were applied to compare survival times depending on different risk factors. Kaplan-Meier plots were used for illustration. Tables  2 and 3 .
Results

Patient characteristics and complications are shown in
Patient Survival.
The one-year patient survival of our study population was 32% (Figure 1 ). ICU and hospital mortality rates were both 52%. From the total of the 19 patients with ICU LOS over 90 days, ten patients died in the ICU whereas nine patients were discharged to the normal ward of the hospital where no patient mortality was observed. All of these patients were discharged from our hospital directly to their home, but four of them died at home because of infectious complications ( = 2) or because of progress of their neoplastic disease ( = 2, one patient with ovarian cancer and one patient with Klatskin Tumor). The average time between discharge from hospital and death of the patient was 230 days, ranging from 36 to 423 days.
Significantly higher mortality was associated with the age of the patients at the time point of the ICU admission and with the postoperative development of renal failure with need of dialysis. Patients who were older than 60 years of age had a statistically significant higher mortality than patients younger than 60 years of age (88.9% versus 60%; = 0.006) (Figure 2) . Moreover, the postoperative development of renal failure with need of hemodialysis was also related to higher ICU mortality rates when compared to patients without need of hemodialysis due to renal failure (86% versus 42%; = 0.006) (Figure 3 ). Moreover, a trend could be detected for poorer survival of the patients admitted to the ICU as an emergency compared to elective postoperative admissions (63.6% versus 50%), but no statistical significance was identified ( = 0.45).
All the other factors tested, such as the number, the severity, and the type of surgical complications, the development of anastomotic leakage or gastrointestinal perforation, the need for and the number of reoperations, the development of postoperative abdominal or pulmonary sepsis, postoperative need for ventilation, the time of ventilation, and the performance of a tracheostomy, were not correlated to higher mortality rates of the surgical patients.
Patient Morbidity and Postoperative Complications.
The surgical complications of our study population were stratified according to the modified Clavien classification of postoperative complications [18, 19] . The postoperative course of all patients was highly complicated and led to prolonged ICU LOS, and all patients developed multiple and lifethreatening complications. More specifically, eleven patients suffered from gastrointestinal perforation, ten patients had an anastomotic leakage after abdominal surgery, five patients suffered from gastrointestinal ischemia, six patients developed a surgical site infection, and four patients had a postoperative bleeding. The entire patient cohort was in need for multiple reoperations (median of 11 reoperations, ranging from 1 to 41 reoperations). All patients suffered from an infectious complication. The most frequent kind of infection was occurrence of peritonitis, which was observed in all of the patients. Thirteen patients (68%) were postoperatively diagnosed with pneumonia.
Seventeen patients (89%) received ventilator support (average ventilation time of 835 hours, ranging from 2594 to 16 hours) and in 13 cases (68%) a tracheostomy was performed. Ten patients (52%) suffered postoperatively from acute renal failure and 7 patients (31.5%) were in need for dialysis.
Discussion
The goal of this retrospective study was to evaluate a small group of patients with extremely long SICU stay (over 90 days), to investigate their characteristics, and to identify risk factors correlating to higher mortality rates. Despite the fact that the performance of complex operative procedures on multimorbid patients has led to an increase of the ICU LOS in individual patients, we know little about the outcome of patients with a very long stay in an intensive care unit. The majority of recent studies focuses on ICU LOS between seven and twenty-one days [7] [8] [9] [10] and less information is available on patients who stay in the ICU for over 30 days [20, 21] .
Our study presented an ICU and hospital mortality rate of 52%, whereas the one-year patient survival rate was 32%. These outcomes are inferior when compared to the survival rates of trauma patients. As shown by Kisat et al., the ICU mortality rates of trauma patients are high during the first 24 hours on the ICU reaching a value of about 10%. After the first day the mortality rates fall to 3.8% and then steadily increase reaching a maximum of 15% among trauma patients remaining in the intensive care unit from 41 to 90 days [21] . On the other hand, nontrauma patients admitted to a surgical ICU with an ICU LOS of at least 30 days had, compared to trauma patients, inferior outcomes with mortality rates of about 40% [16] . When compared to the nontrauma surgical patients, our study presented similar outcomes for survival of the ICU patients. It could be considered that surgical patients in the ICU, who survive the critical period of the first thirty days, have good outcomes as after this time period the mortality rates of the patients do not become significantly worse. Nevertheless, out of the 19 patients of our study population, nine were discharged to the normal ward of the department and five of them are alive up until today, supporting in this way the concept of never giving up in the critical care medicine. On the other hand, it has to be mentioned that, out of the nine patients discharged from ICU, four of them (44%) died at home in an average period of 230 days after discharge. This is in conclusion to the data presented by Timmers et al. [22] who showed that more than 50% of all surgical patients die within 10 years after discharge from the ICU.
Regarding the factors affecting the mortality of our patients, our study showed that patients who were older than 60 years of age at the time point of the ICU admission had a statistically significant higher mortality comparing to younger patients. This finding correlates with the results of previous studies, as it is demonstrated that the increasing age of the patients is a predictor of prolonged ICU LOS and is associated with increased ICU and hospital mortality [4, 10, 16, 17, 23] . Postoperative acute renal failure with need of hemodialysis was also associated with significant higher mortality rates. 52% of the study population suffered postoperatively from acute renal failure and 32.5% of the patients were in need of dialysis. Friedrich et al. reported that only 16% of the study population required dialysis for acute renal failure [16] but the need of dialysis was clearly identified as predictor of inferior survival rates. Our study demonstrated higher rates of acute kidney injury and acute renal failure, but it has to be assumed that organ failure, such as kidney or lung, is one of the major postoperative problems leading to prolonged ICU LOS in our study population. Regarding these risk factors, it was shown that intensive care patients older than 60 years of age and patients with need of renal replacement therapy had inferior outcomes with a high mortality rate of about 90%. These inferior outcomes are extremely important and should be taken into consideration before taking a decision regarding the continuation of the ICU therapy in critically ill patients.
Our study did not identify any other factors associated with increased ICU, hospital, and overall mortality. As mentioned above all of the surgical patients developed multiple and life-threatening complications, all of them underwent multiple surgical procedures, many developed abdominal or pulmonary sepsis with multiple organ failure, and with two exceptions all of them needed mechanical ventilation.
However and in contrast to data presented from previous studies [4, 10, [14] [15] [16] none of these factors were in our study associated with higher mortality rates of the patients. These results could be attributed to some potential limitations of our study. It has to be mentioned that the statistical power of our analyses, especially regarding the postoperative complications of the patients, is limited by the sample size. Moreover, wanting to assess survival of patients with ICU LOS of 90 days and greater we had to focus only on these 19 patients and to exclude the rest of the surgical patients, about 12.422, who were treated in the surgical ICU of our department between 2005 and 2015. This selection may be a source of bias resulting in an underestimation of factors affecting the ICU, hospital, and overall mortality of the patients.
To conclude, we found a high but in our opinion acceptable mortality rate in surgical patients with ICU LOS of 90 days and greater. We identified age and the need of renal replacement therapy as risk factors for mortality. Remarkably, there was no further hospital mortality after SICU discharge. Further studies are needed in order to define the outcomes of patients with prolonged ICU LOS, to identify risk factors of higher mortality rates between ICU patients, and of course to help finding the best treatment for patients with very long ICU LOS.
